programme, Marshall Nirenberg, then a young unknown biochemist (described by one delegate as not one of``the club'' 6 ), reported to a largely empty room that he and Johann Matthaei had succeeded in making a synthetic protein (polyphenylalanine) from synthetic RNA (poly-U), thus establishing the first word in the DNA dictionary: UUU phenylalanine. 7 It was as if, through some scheduling embarrassment, history had missed its occasion. The first word of the newly-discovered language of life had been recited to almost no one. 8 Informed of the presentation, after the event, an excited Crick promptly asked Nirenberg if he would repeat his report, for the record, to the rather larger forum of the main floor, which he did, to the``startlement'' of all. 9 Personal scientific archives are, in many respects, less about end-points, conclusive moments, and a final hammered form of words, than they are about process, the confusion of beginnings, ways and means, drafts, pathways, false turns, actions off-stage, and remarks around-and off-the-record. They offer a body of documentation with an untidy coherence, raw material for histories yet to be written, in contrast to the tidy log of formal scientific record. We value them precisely because they are not one and the same as the record to which we have become accustomed. We value their registration of simultaneityÐas if time were returned to us in the rich interdependence of the documents they make availableÐand we value their propensity to disturb that which had seemed settled. The opening of the recently-acquired Francis Crick archive at the Wellcome Library 10 provides an opportunity for re-contextualization and re-evaluation of a body of work that has been central to the emergence of the science of molecular biology in the second half of the twentieth century and central to an accompanying paradigmatic shift in our understanding of the stuff of life. In the following pages, I introduce the collection by way of illustrative passages and some reflections on the nature of archival records and their relationship to received scientific record, as prompted by the process of cataloguing the archive.
Entertaining Dr Crick
The papers now catalogued (PP/CRI) and open to researchers (on-line catalogue at <http://library.wellcome.ac.uk/cat/west orient amss.shtml#western>) comprise the first shipment of material to the Wellcome Library, received from California during the summer of 2002. They encompassÐin almost 1100 fully-searchable filesÐall Crick's work at Cambridge, from postgraduate student (Figure 1 ) to Nobel laureate and beyond, 6 Matthew Meselson, quoted in Judson, ibid., p. 481:``And here was some guy named Marshall Nirenberg; his results were unlikely to be correct, because he wasn't in the club. And nobody bothered to be there to hear him. Anyway, I was bowled over by the results, and I went and chased down Francis, and told him that he must have a private talk with this man. ' and include some transitional materialÐcorrespondence and notes from meetings attendedÐapproximately to 1980. Notwithstanding his having moved to the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, at La Jolla, in 1976, with a declared intention to explore neurobiological pastures new, it took some time for the wider academic community to accept that he had embraced different research interests. Invitations to lecture, peer-review, and act as the DNA theoretical sounding-board of old continued to arrive with regularity. Indeed, as Crick acknowledged:``It took me several years to detach myself from my old interests, especially as in molecular biology surprising things were happening all the time''. 11 New discoveries such as retroviruses, recombinant DNA, rapid DNA sequencing, gene-splicing, introns and the notion of parasitic or``selfish'' DNA were threads that proved impossible to ignore completely. Consequently, much of the transitional material from 1976±80 that has been catalogued still retains a DNA focus.
The arrangement of PP/CRI reflects an order revealed rather than an order imposed. Specifically, the titles of the two largest SectionsÐTravels and Meetings (PP/CRI/E) and Notes and Drafts (PP/CRI/H) Ðare Crick's. Whilst not all files now placed in these two PP/CRI Sections were so kept, a sufficiently large proportion of them were for the application of Crick's headingsÐbackwards and forwards in time as requiredÐto be unforced and practical. Together with the Correspondence file sequences (arranged as found), Travels and Meetings, and Notes and Drafts, provide a chronological spine to the archive, documenting closely the matters and the occasions that occupied Crick's attention over time. It is envisaged that papers as yet uncataloguedÐa second shipment of approximately equal bulk to the first, and a final shipment yet to be receivedÐwill be accommodated without strain within the existing arrangement.
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Enlivened by charm, wit and strength of personality, the archive is far from dry. In the abundance of material gatheredÐparticularly, the correspondenceÐthere is a richness of detail that will be of considerable interest to researchers tracing the many-stranded history of molecular biology. It would be a mistake to conclude that Crick's influence as a theoretical driving-force derived solely from the many papers he has published over some fifty years. The impact of the written wordÐin formal papers, in the informal papers of the RNA Tie Club, and through the constant lettersÐmust have been given considerable added force by Crick's presence and eloquenceÐdirect and beguiling, by all accounts in the archiveÐat conference after conference, through formal lectures, extempore summaries, informal meetings and individual conversations. Indeed, one has the impression that it was through these frequent persuasive moments of personal delivery and purposive conversations that Crick was most influential.
To judge from the flurry of the files, Crick's desk operated at times as an unofficial molecular biology communications headquarters. Here is Crick's guiding hand, on 29 April 1965, writing to Watson and Nirenberg, a little over a year before the``historic'' conference moment with which we began, just before the DNA arc completed its trajectory:
I am writing to you both because you are the two Chairmen of the Informal Exchange Group on Nucleic Acids and the Genetic Code. I want to suggest that at the end of the Gordon Conference on Nucleic Acids a statement be issued on the state of the Genetic Code. As you know I have found myself involved in this, but as a collater [sic] of information rather than a producer. I am constantly having to provide copies of my private version of the code to interested people . . . This year's Gordon Conference should provide an ideal opportunity, not to present a final version of the code, but the best version of most of it. It will also be of value since it will show what remains to be established. 13 And here, to give another example, is Crick writing (7 January 1965) to Alexander Rich, then working on the direction of RNA-messenger reading:``It would be nice to have the direction of messenger reading cleared up. Sydney and the others are working hard trying to discover the codon for amber and ochre mutants. We have a good idea what they are and perhaps by the time I reach MIT we shall know rather more definitely''.
14 News travelled with the man as well as in his letters, and quickly became one very good reason for his being invited to campuses. Indeed, the letters sometimes give the impression that the ostensible purpose of a visitÐa lecture, a seminarÐwas secondary to the conversations that it funded. Thus, on 7 December 1965, at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Crick lectured (again) on`The structure of the genetic code' to the delight of all who attended, but the primary focus of the visit was news and catch-up with Gobind Khorana, who had organized the visit. Crick wrote (22 November 1965) to Khorana:
Thank you for your very interesting letter of 17th November. It is so full of fascinating news that I can hardly wait to come to Madison to hear more about it all. We seem to be getting closer to the altered sRNA in amber suppression, but I doubt if we will have anything very definite before I leave here . . . I was especially fascinated by your remarks about GAA and about binding and wobble, and I am sure we shall find plenty of time to discuss all these topics fairly thoroughly.
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The regular flow of information through Crick provided him with constant access to the experimental data that nourished theory. 16 Many``Cricks'' are visible in the papers. There is Crick the mentor, Crick the atheist, Crick the free-thinker, and Crick the playful. There is petulant Crick, and disingenuous Crick. There is inspirational Crick. And there is always the Crick who does not suffer fools. Pity Mrs K S Wu, who, in 1973, had sent Crick her manuscript:``Dr Crick'', wrote``(Miss) Sue Barnes'' (Crick's secretary at the time)``has asked me to return to you your manuscript entitled`The I-Ching, The Unravelled Clock' as it appears to him to be complete nonsense from beginning to end''. 17 The sting is all the sharper for being delegated. The lectures will be concerned with the impact of biological ideas, both present and future, on our concept of the world. They will not be militantly anti-Christian, but nevertheless will be directed against the sort of ideas at present held by many religious people. You may not know that I am an atheist and a few years ago resigned my Fellowship at Churchill College because they threatened to build a College Chapel. I myself have not the slightest objection to lecturing in the Presbyterian Church, but I think the Church Authorities might conceivably not be too keen that their building should be used for what they might regard as anti-Christian propaganda. . 19 The demand was such that sleep-talking may have sufficed for some.``We can guarantee a large and enthusiastic audience, even if you wish to lecture on the construction of steam-heated swimming pools'', wrote one enthusiastic professor on learning that Crick would soon be in town to deliver a lecture at a neighbouring American institution. Crick replied (8 December 1964):``Of course I realise that people do not listen any more to what I say but I like to give the appearance of novelty even if the substance is lacking''. 20 Good jokes are repeated. Nearly thirteen years later, Thomas Jukes remarked (9 May 1977) after a visit by Crick to Berkeley:`Y ou drew large and enthusiastic crowds at your lectures, and I suppose that you could hold the close attention of an audience even if you were talking about what the weather was like last week . . .''.
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A response strategy Crick adopted in the 1960s to cope with an enormous postÐand to make a serious point playfullyÐwas the (occasional) use of a pre-printed postcard offering a number of reply options. The seventeen listed (see Figure 3) are a faithful reflection of the requests he regularly received, and one could add more (unsolicited solutions to``the coding problem'' were quite common). One way of getting in under the radar of the reply-card might be to acknowledge it as an opening gambit. Thus, perhaps, thought Dr Robert Langridge (22 October 1964):``I realise that the following request will make me eligible for receiving one of your all purpose cards with a number of items checked, nevertheless as a somewhat unwilling organizer of the Biophysics Seminars at Harvard this year. . .''.
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To read such remarks is to see some of the brush-strokes that add to a shared portrait of a public Crick, a portrait never quite finished, owned by many, and painted by many hands. Indeed, many of the boldest additions are in Crick's own hand, such as the entry in Who's Who (no longer current) in which he famously noted his favourite recreation as conversation with pretty women. One reply, call it an answering stroke, came in the form of a telegram (stamped 14 September 1966):``I am a pretty woman who would very much like to interview you for American Vogue as soon as possible stop please contact me at Grosvenor 9080 . . .''.
23 Unable to attend a forthcoming Crick lecture, Hans Noll (22 November 1966) wrote a long suspended clause with a footnote flourish:``Although there is good precedence'', he began,``that playing host to Francis Crick is sufficient cause for being excused from any other obligations . . .'', and thereby invoked what might be termed the Crick Excuse. The``precedence'' referred to (footnoted in the letter) is that of a colleague who had been scheduled, on a previous Crick occasion, to deliver a lecture himself but had sent``a stand-in with the excuse that he was being visited by Francis Crick! This sounded'', concluded Noll,``like an event that a certain clause in insurance contracts defines as aǹ Act of God'. ' As if deification were not enough, the public portrait was also honoured with a putative knighthood. There are many examples in the archive, over a number of years, of letters wrongly addressed to``Sir'' Francis Crick, for which Dr Crick had many graceful responses. James Watson, for one, wrote him a mock-congratulatory letter (8 September 1966) when the knighthood mistake accompanied an article by Crick in the Saturday Review for 3 September 1966. 26 However, the entertaining apotheosis came when the title appeared in the answer to a newspaper crossword clue in the New York Times, 27 thereby firmly endorsing the urban legend.
Although the Crick archive at the Wellcome Library is not an archive of personal papers (those are now destined for the University of California), the scientific papers nevertheless bear the stamp of personality and record a scientific career within a manifest social and cultural context.
The Spur of Priority
Intellectual priority occupies a special place in the social conventions that govern the communication of scientific ideas, and the establishment of public reputation. The dissemination of scientific information derives from a fundamental characteristic of scientific endeavour, that it is founded upon and advanced by a shared understanding of the world. There can be no private science (other than in alchemy's alembic). However, it has long been recognized that this characteristic exists in tension with the claim of an individual scientist to priority and, in appropriate cases, to invention, as became rapidly apparent during the emergence of modern scientific practice in the latter half of the seventeenth 25 PP/CRI/A/1/2/8. 26`T he computer, the eye, the soul', Saturday Review, 3 Sept. 1966, pp. 53±5. century. The founding of the Royal Society (1660) and its journal, Philosophical Transactions (1665), established a conventional framework which gave an agreed means of resolving dispute whilst simultaneously providing for the dissemination of scientific knowledge through the open practice of publication and the introduction of a form of peer-review. In his Royal Society Anniversary Address for 1999, Sir Aaron Klug, then President, referred to the desire to receive personal credit and the esteem of peers as an important motivating influence on scientists.
28 Recent debate about the legitimacy of granting patents in the context of human genome research illustrates very well that the tension is an enduring one.
Whilst the rhetoric appropriate to public occasions, such as the opening address of the annual meeting of molecular biologists at Cold Spring Harbor, 2 June 1966, with which we began, may lead to such occasions being described as``historic'', it is through publication that the scientific record is established and maintained. When Crick returned from the Fifth International Congress of Biochemistry in Moscow, in August 1961, following the surprise of Nirenberg's presentation, he took particular care with his own contribution to the record, as the archive shows. The Moscow conference had fallen in the midst of a series of genetic experiments that Crick and his colleagues had been conducting with acridine mutants, designed to determine whether the genetic code had a triple ratio. This work, which had been the cause of some excitement to all concerned, 29 had been the primary news that Crick bore with him from Cambridge, that had been heralded in letters, and was to be published in Nature at the very end of the year, to considerable attention, as`General nature of the genetic code for proteins'. I enclose an account of our genetical work which we have submitted to Nature. We had the basic idea in the summer, before your epoch-making discovery, and reported it at the Col de Voza DNA meeting in June, but we only got the triples after I returned from Moscow. Your PNAS papers arrived here the day before we sent off our MSS, so I was able to add the reference. I didn't put in your footnote about poly C and proline as I felt I had made the point sufficiently well. I expect by now you will have experimental data to show that the coding ratio is 3 rather than 6. We had considered looking at the average length of polypeptide chains produced by a polynucleotide of known average length, but it seemed to us rather difficult. 31 The detail that is offered here is an exact mapping of the chronological event and its correlate, the published record. It presents what is, in effect, an anatomy of scientific record creation, and differentiation, through the medium of archival record (the letter itself). The sequential pattern of their independent work is here implicitly submitted to the higher authority of the conventions that govern priority. The footnote detail that is Crick's reference to Nirenberg's PNAS paper 32 illustrates very well the function of the footnote in the 28 Sir Aaron Klug,`Anniversary address 1999', Royal Society News, Dec. 1999, p. 1. Sir Aaron Klug was President of the Royal Society from 1995 to 2000.
29``C arefully we double-checked the numbers on the petri dishes to make sure we had looked at the correct plate. Everything was in order. I looked across at Leslie [Barnett] .`Do you realise,' I said,`that you and I are the only people in the world who know it's a triple code?''' (WMP, p. 133). rhetorical conventions that comprise the scientific paper. 33 As may be seen, Crick's report to the meeting in June at Col de Voza is presented as a very important marker in the sequence of events outlined. Crick wants to be sure that an accurate note will be published, and writes on the same day (16 November 1961) to Dr R Latarjet, organizer of the 11th Annual Meeting of the Socie Âte Â de Chimie Physique at Col de Voza, 26±30 June, 1961:
You may recollect that I reported our basic idea in the discussion at the Col de Voza conference, though not the bit about the coding ratio being 3. At the end of the conference I handed in a short written account. Could you tell me when and where it is likely to be published? It is the only simple means I have of establishing that we had the idea before Nirenberg's astonishing discovery that poly U codes for polyphenylalanine.
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A few weeks later, Crick is writing (4 January 1962) to Nirenberg,``The English papers have made rather a fuss about our Nature paper, which was published on Saturday, but as far as I have been able I have stressed that it is your discovery which was the real breakthrough''. 35 Later in the year, the circumstances of publication of a review article for Scientific American are cause for concern. Both Crick and Nirenberg had been commissioned to write articles for Scientific American. Crick's article was to be published first. He writes (3 September 1962) to the editor about matters of presentation: About Nirenberg's article: I am sure you realise that this field has unfortunately been disturbed by personal conflicts and questions of priority. I am therefore taking particular trouble that it should not appear to anyone that we wish to claim more than is our due. However ingenious and elegant our experiments are it must be realised that it is the biochemical work on the cell-free system which will be crucial, and moreover that Nirenberg's and Matthaei's basic discovery was made before we have [sic] obtained our triple mutants . . . Now the effect of publishing my article as it stands will make it appear (however unjustly) that I am giving only passing credit for the biochemical work. Moreover it will undoubtedly be said that by some subtle manoeuvre I persuaded you to publish my article before Nirenberg's! It is not simply a question of what Nirenberg himself feels about it (he is a very reasonable person, and we are on very good terms)Ðbut what other people in the field will say. I need not tell you that almost all of them read Scientific American. 36 And yet, notwithstanding the sensitivity to priority illustrated by these examples and the evident care and time taken to ensure the veracity of record, insofar as that could be ensured, Crick subsequently came to reflect upon the historical import of the painstaking work with 33``W hile many a general reader . . . may regard the lowly footnote or the remote endnote or the bibliographic parenthesis as a dispensable nuisance, it can be argued that these are in truth central to the incentive system and an underlying sense of distributive justice that do much to energize the advancement of knowledge.'' Robert K Merton, The Matthew effect in science. II. [Crick] had not put forward the DNA structure[?]'' As if historical enquiry were akin to problem-solving, or akin to deleting or adding a DNA base, Crick remarks that this is the sort of question historians should be able to answer, or``I do not see what historical analysis is about''.
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From an archivist's perspective, the difference that deletion would make, albeit hypothetical, is the diminution of the archival record. The primary archival impulse is not deletion but inclusion, to thicken, so to speak, the historical record, such that more is more. The loss of material, whether irretrievable physical loss or whether the loss of public access (through the practice of private collection), is a keen reminder of the fragility of the historical record.
There is good reason to suppose, from the rather slim body of early Crick material extant, that an unquantifiable amount of material has been lost from the late 1940s and early 1950s. Crick confirms as much in a letter to Watson (16 July 1975). On learning that Watson was considering publishing something on the RNA Tie Club, 39 he notes that``almost all my own early correspondence was unfortunately thrown away without my knowledge by an overefficient Secretary but Sidney still has some letters from [George] Gamow and other relevant papers''. 40 On the subject of loss, researchers should also note that there are currently (at least) two missing Crick laboratory notebooks. Since the notebooks in questionÐone from 1952 and the other from 1961Ðare cited, quoted and referenced in secondary literature, they have been listed in PP/CRI as wanting. It is very much hoped that they will appear amongst the materials that remain to be catalogued. PP/CRI/G/1/7 is a laboratory notebook for the period July±August 1952, and contains notes of Crick's attempts to prove base-pairing experimentally. 41 The second (PP/CRI/G/1/16) is a loose-leaf notebook containing details of the genetic experiments that the Moscow meeting of 1961 had interruptedÐironically, the very work that did not pass Crick's deletion test.
42

Models and Metaphors
If Watson had had his cautious way, the first Watson and Crick paper would have omitted its most far-reaching``suggestion'':
I was keen that the paper should discuss genetic implications. Jim was against it. He suffered from periodic fears that the structure might be wrong and that he had made an ass of himself. I yielded to his point of view but insisted that something be put in the paper, otherwise someone would certainly 37 write to make the suggestion, assuming we had been too blind to see it. In short, it was a claim to priority. 43 Although the title declared its subject to be the structure of a particular molecule (too unfamiliar to be abbreviated), the paper's true weight was to rest upon, as Crick correctly surmised, the structure's functional implications. There are six typescripts of this paper (PP/ CRI/H/1/11) but there is otherwise little direct documentation concerning the identification of the double helix structure. This may be, in part, only a reflection of the circumstances and the mannerÐsome have called it styleÐin which the structure was identified (familiar enough not to need re-telling here), but it may come as a surprise to researchers that there are not more recorded traces of the processes of thought that led to discovery. On the other hand, Crick's PhD thesis (`Polypeptides and proteins: X-ray studies ') 44 is a thorough exposition of originality, preparation and readiness for an assault upon the black box of DNA, for, in Maurice Wilkins' words,``a general offensive on Nature's secret strongholds''.
45 Available in the archive as draft chapters (PP/CRI/F/1) and as a bound volume (PP/CRI/F/2), the thesis includes both the innovative work with Vladimir Vand and William Cochran to determine the Fourier transform of a helix and the hypothesis of a coiled coil structure for a-keratin.
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The only other substantial prior material directly relevant to the double helix is the important manuscript (in Crick's hand) with the title`The structure of sodium thymonucleate: a possible approach' (PP/CRI/H/1/42/1). It is important because it was Watson and Crick's first attempt to address, in writing, the structure of DNA. It makes particular reference to Rosalind Franklin's presentation (21 November 1951, attended by Watson) of her first year's work at King's College London. Within a week of the colloquium, Watson and Crick had built their ill-fated first model and drafted this note of``general principles upon which the structure of DNA might be based''. With the four bases on the outside of the structure, their erroneous model had three chains and insufficient water.
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Whilst there is little specific material immediately prior to discovery of the double helix, there is a considerable amount on its reception thereafter and its survival as a structure over time. Robert Olby has recently written about the double helix's``quiet debut'', 48 and Crick has observed that``the double helical structure of DNA was . . . finally confirmed only in the early 1980s''. 49 During that period the archive records a number of challenges to its correctnessÐsome structural, some more philosophicalÐmost of which involved Crick's response, either through detailed correspondence or in the form of a published note. Surprisingly, when crystallized DNA was first seen, in 1979, it was a left-turning helix, 43 christened Z-DNA, and not the familiar right-turning helix of the first Watson and Crick paper.``More ordinary DNA sequences were soon crystallised. This time the resulting structures looked very much like those predicted by the X-ray fibre data, though there were small modifications and the helix varied somewhat depending on the local sequence of the bases''.
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A retrospective critique of``classical'' molecular biology has been gathering momentum for some years, a process to which the resources of the newly-opened Crick archive will inevitably contribute. Particular attention has been given in such retrospective readings to``the sequence hypothesis'' and``the central dogma'', first presented at a symposium held at University College London, September 1957, on`The biological replication of macromolecules' (PP/CRI/E/1/5/4), and subsequently incorporated in`On protein synthesis'. 51 Re-addressed by Crick, in the light of new experimental data, in`Central dogma of molecular biology', 52 it appeared once again, in Appendix A to What mad pursuit. 53 The``central dogma'' was embraced by molecular biologists as the canonical statement of a widely-shared understanding of how a strand of DNA corresponds to the amino acid sequence of a protein. An additional attractive aspect of the``dogma'' was its Darwinian character, in that the formulation did not permit the inheritance of acquired characteristics. As well as indicating the direction in which sequence information usually travels, the``dogma'' also implied the direction in which sequence information cannot travel.``The so-called central dogma is a grand hypothesis that attempts to predict which transfers of sequence information cannot take place''. 54 The triangular figure that Crick used consistently to present the``dogma'' visually, with DNA, RNA and Protein at each point of the triangle, and arrows indicating the direction in which the genetic information travels, was revised in`Central dogma of molecular biology' to accommodate both the RNA!RNA transfer of certain viruses such as flu and polio, and the RNA!DNA transfer (reverse transcription) used by RNA retroviruses, such as the AIDS virus. Crick's correspondence with Howard Temin (who shared a Nobel Prize in 1975 for his work on discoveries concerning the``interaction between tumour viruses and the genetic material of the cell'') 55 is of some interest in this regard, particularly Crick's letters of 3 August and 17 September 1970. Evidence accumulated to substantiate Temin's view that RNA!DNA transfer``is more general than just in RNA tumour viruses, and in fact that the RNA tumor viruses arise from normal elements with this mode of transfer''. 56 Today, we know from sequencing data that the human genome is dominated by retro-elements, that there arè`m ore copies of sequences encoding reverse transcriptase than sequences encoding all other proteins combined. Half of our genome is devoted to retroelements and their remnants, compared with only a few percent devoted to gene coding regions.'' It is the concept of``information''Ðas an assumed but unexamined given term at the heart of molecular biology's conceptualization of its projectÐwhich has recently been the object of much discussion. The term makes an early appearance in the second Watson and Crick paper for Nature, published only one month after their first:``it therefore seems likely that the precise sequence of the bases is the code which carries the genetical information''. 58 Was this usage of``information'' only a convenient heuristic device to aid thought, or was`i nformation'' intended more literally? Crick conceived it as``specificity'':``information means here the precise determination of sequence, either of bases in the nucleic acid or on amino acid residues in the protein. '' 59 It has, however, been forcibly argued recently that in this context the term is best interpreted as a metaphor, rather than as a literal reference to biological phenomena. Sahotra Sarkar, for example, sees``no clear technical notion of information' in molecular biology. It is little more than a metaphor that masquerades as a theoretical concept and . . . leads to a misleading picture of the nature of possible explanations in molecular biology''. 60 The central charge of the case is that molecular biology has been engaged in``reductionism'' in focus and practice, and this has led to à`h egemony of genetics over other approaches to biological problems'' and to``the extreme position . . . that all or most human disease and human behaviour can be ascribed to genes''. 61 
